
 

                                                          Guisecliff Bouldering  

                                                                             Information  

Although the main crag at Guisecliff has fallen out of favour with people over the years, there has been at least some interest in the bouldering spread 

out through the surrounding Woodland. There are some fairly well known boulders beyond Nought Bank, which were last documented in Yorkshire 

Bouldering Vol. 2, but since publication in 2011 there have been more uncovered. From the moor above the crag all the way down to the shore of the 

tarn there’s some excellent problems across a wide range of grades. All the boulders described are easily accessible even at the height of summer and 

they can usually be found in good condition given consecutive dry days, though in the winter months this may take longer depending on how bad the 

winter weather gets. Besides the surrounding trees most of the boulders stay fairly clean and the woods are a good bet in windy conditions as they 

provide some shelter and any breeze tends to dry the rock quicker than usual, particularly if it’s coming from a northerly or easterly direction. Most of 

the landings are good and flat with the rock being solid gritstone almost entirely, but take a brush as there has been very little traffic to date. As is 

usually the case for Nidderdale, Tony Barley was the first to recognize the potential for the bouldering here as far back as the 1960’s and had planned to 

include some of it in the second Wild Bouldering Guide which unfortunately was never published. Over the years, several other people have also 

left their mark. Around the turn of the millennium Greg Rimmer recorded the majority of the problems on the folly prows with a little help from Andy 

Cave and Andy Crome visited with a small team in 2003 to add Diamond Crack and the classic A Little Sparkle. Several years later Fran Holland 

established some of the Track Boulders and Tom Peckitt was prevalent in adding some test pieces up in The Quarry, Nigel Poustie and Paul Clough 

were also active in the area around this time. A surge in recent activity from the likes of Oliver Parkinson, Sally-Ann Hardaker, Dan Watson, Sam 

Mawson, Steven Phelps and Robin Nichols has added more problems to some of the established boulders and unearthed several new ones. Thanks to 

Fran, Oliver and Robin for their photos and any feedback on grades or information that may have been left out here would be appreciated. If anyone 

manages to climb any of the projects then add details to the UKC logbook page or send them to unknownstones. Warnings: Be careful of deep 

crevasses and hidden holes if you find yourself walking along the top or bottom of the crag. Please be aware of biting and stinging insects that can be 

around certain boulders in the summer. Also, many of the paths are used as downhill courses by mountain bikers so stay alert just in case. 

 

   Parking and Approaches  

From Nought bank: Use the large lay-by at the 

top of the Bank. Cross the road and take the well 

defined path to the first boulders located near the 

folly less than 5 minutes walk. The other boulders 

are to be found walking north and east. The 

quarry takes about 20 minutes using the top path. 

From Glasshouses: If you are visiting the 

boulders around the tarn and the track, then 

another approach is to park in Glasshouses where 

there should be space for cars down the bottom of 

the village before the bridge, park considerately. 

Cross the bridge and go up the road on the left, 

then almost immediately take the farm track 

going right via Low Fold and Hollin Farm. Once in 

the woods, follow the path for a few minutes until 

a T junction at the top of a short steep bank. Turn 

left and follow this main track as it bends uphill 

eventually reaching the tarn, less than 15 minutes.  

 

 

 

 

 

   Oliver Parkinson on Afromoss 7a 

 

 



 

 

 

The first boulders described are on the moor behind the folly and accessed through a gate. The problems start on the left side of the first boulder 

encountered which is Yorke Prow, Folly Prow is visible over to the east. These have softer rock compared to the rest of Guisecliff. 

 

Western Area 

Yorke Prow 

1. Poigard 5 

The short wall on the left side. 

 

2. Gaunt 6b *  

SDS. The sloping bulges. Easier going rightwards with the crack.  

 

3. Lancastrian 6a 

SDS. Fragile holds lead to a sloping top out. 

 

4. Towton 5+  

SDS. Follow dubious flakes to yet another sloping finish. 

 

5. The Kingmaker 5 *  

SDS. Climb through the fragile flakes to finish out right. 

 

6. War of the Roses 5  

SDS. Start as for the last problem. Finish up and left from the lip. 

  

7. Yorkist 6a * 

SDS. From the low break, reach for a sloper to gain a good hold 

below the next break. Finish through the roof. 

 

8. Mucho Macho 6a+  

SDS. A R - L traverse of the low break. Finish as for Towton. 

 

 

 

  Yorke Prow 

 

9. St. Albans 3 

The scrittly wide fissure that’s also green. 

 

10. Macho 6a  

A R - L traverse of the higher break. Finish as for Towton. 

 

 

 

11. Wakefield 5+ 

SDS. From the break, climb up and left to a large sloping hold. Pop 

for a good jug and the top. 

 

12. Obvious Tooth 5+  

SDS. This problem takes the juggy roof in the small cave. 

 

Folly Prow 

1. Bilberry Bypass 6c * 

SDS. From the ledge, gain the layaway and climb the bulging wall to 

a sloping top out. 

 

2. Bilberry Bulge 6c+ * 

The large prow. Using an undercut flake, gain a good hold with an in 

situ bilberry shrub. Finish over the prow. 

 

 

 

                        Folly Prow 

 

3. Bear Sign 6a 

Using a couple of scars, climb the blank wall to finish rightwards 

over the sloping bulge. 

 

4. Ragged Staff 4 

A thin wall leads to a good jug. Gain the thin break and finish over 

the bulge into the scoop. 

 

5. Muddle 3 

Start from the crack. Climb left and finish as for Ragged Staff. 

 

Go back through the gate and turn right through another gate. The 

next problems start directly below Folly Prow.  

 



 

 

Arête World 

1. Groove Arête 6a * 

The left arête of the narrow pillar. Finish up the groove. 

 

2. Losing Trend 6a 

The right arête throughout. The block above aids the top out. Using 

the groove to gain the top reduces the grade to 5+. 
 

3. Firsona 7a+ ** 

The technical left arête of the next pillar. 

 

4. Tomorrow Never Lies 5 *** 

Fridge hug up the pillar using both arêtes. 

 

5. World in Your Hands 6a ** 

The right arête of the pillar. 

 

 

                      Arête World Left  

 

6. Hakodate 5+ 

The next arête past the good jug. 

 

7. Shirokuma Cafe 6b+ * 

Start at the good hold in the groove and move up to a layaway. Hold 

the swing across to the good jug on the arête and finish up this. 

 

8. Sapling Corner 2 

Layback up the corner of the boulders about 15m to the west. 

 

9. Jay Wall 5+ 

Start from the arête. Move left and join a series of crimp rails. 

 

10. You Only Live Once 6a * 

The left side of the arête using thin crimps above mid height. 

 

 

                              Arête World Right  

 

 

 

 

  

                      Steven Phelps on Tomorrow Never Lies 5  

 

Get back onto the path. Not long after a large twisted tree turn left at 

a T-junction. Follow this eastwards to The Mop Top Bloc.  

 

The Mop Top Bloc 

1. Up the Apples 7b 

A L - R traverse of the block. Start by stepping on at the far left wall 

and going all the way round to finish up Apples. Finishing up Mop 

Top Arête Left is Up the Apples Short 6c. 

 

2. Apple 5 

From two slopers on the wall, pop for the top. Finish just right of 

where it has been cleared. 

 

3. Mop Top Pebbles Left 6a 

From a cluster of pebbles, trend left past a high sloper. A direct start 

with a left hand sloper and the right hand slanting edge is also 6a. 
 

4. Mop Top Pebbles Right 6b+ 

As pebbles left but trend rightwards to finish before the arête. 

 

5. Mop Top Arête Left 6a ** 

The left side of the arête. 

 

6. Mop Top Arête Right 6a ** 

The right side of the arête. 

 

7. The Mop Top Pop 7b+ ** 

The centre of the wall. Start with a shallow finger pocket and a 

pebble to pop for a flake. Finish direct. 

 

 

     Mop Top Bloc 

 



 

 

 

8. Kim Pop 7b ** 

Use a pebble and the undercling to reach a sloper left of the right 

arête. Use the central flake to pop for the top. Strict rules only. 

 

9. Kim Pop Easy 6c ** 

Use a pebble and the undercling to gain the sidepull flake near the 

arête. Gain a left flake and pop for the top. 

 

10. Apples 6a+ 

The right arête on its left side. A sit start from low down on the right 

side and joining the left side is 6b+.  
 

11. Apples Right 6b+  

SDS. The right side of the arête from low down. From standing is 5. 
A sit start up the north wall without the arête is 6c. 
 

12. Zaff’s Wall 7a 

This is on the left wall of the buttress up from Mop Top. Escape 

leftwards when you reach the break. It may need cleaning. 

 

This next problem is about 20m north west of the boulder next to the 

approach path. Besides the surrounding shrubbery it is clean. 

 

13. Once in a Lifetime 7a+  

SDS. Gain a poor crimp from the sloping hold, then use the large 

undercut pinch to move leftwards and finish up the left arête. 

 

 

 

Get back to the main path and head east to where three walls meet. 

Follow the path through the wall for about 150m to an obvious  fallen 

tree crossing the path, just after this a smaller descending path turns 

left to the next problem on a hanging prow. 
 

Central Boulders 

Golden Axe 

1. Golden Axe 7a * 

Climb the thin prow using holds on its right side.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Carry on along the path below the crag. After about 80m the next 

problem is located on a recently uncovered striking arête. 

 

Holly Tree Boulder 

2. Afromoss 7a+ ***  

SDS. Start by climbing up the left side of the arête. Rock around 

onto the slab as you approach the top.  

 

 

  

  

The next problem is located up on the crag above Diamond Crack 

boulder a bit further along the path. It will probably need to be 

brushed for an ascent. 

 

Jesus Jelly Mould 

3. Jesus Jelly Mould 7a+ * 

SDS. The left side of the right arête. Climb until a good hold at 4m. 

From standing is 7a. 
 

 

  

Just below the path is the next boulder. The problems are currently 

on its south and west facing walls. It holds some excellent lines with 

some Guisecliff highlights which are well worth seeking out.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Diamond Crack Boulder  

1. Cheese and Crack 7b ** 

The thin crack system to reach better holds. 

 

2. Dr Watson 6c+ * 

Climb the thin wall trending leftwards. 

 

3. Diamond Groove 4 

The centre of the wall following the line of good holds. 

 

4. Sausage Roll 6b * 

The thin wall to a sharp slanting hold and a long reach to a good 

flatty. The sit start climbing in from low and left is 7a. 
 

5. Charlie’s Problem 5+ 

Climb the blunt arête to reach the juggy ramp without the edges used 

on Sausage Roll. 

 

6. Diamond Crack 4+ * 

Follow the thin crack. 

 

7. A Little Sparkle 7a *** 

Figure out a way up the smooth wall just right of the crack.  

 

 

 

8. Crazy Diamond (aka Samdunk) 7a+ * 

Slam dunk the top from behind the tree. 

 

9. Glow-Worm 6a * 

SDS. From the ledge, gain a small edge and pop for the top. 

 

10. Sparky Traverse 7a *  

SDS. Start as for Glow-Worm. Traverse leftwards to finish up A 

Little Sparkle. 

 

 

      Fran Holland finishing A Little Sparkle 7a 

 

                                                        Diamond Crack Boulder 

 

 

 

 

 

The next boulder is 20m below following the path. The problems are 

located on its north facing wall and it was last documented on 

yorkshiregrit.com. Clearly someone had lofty future ambitions. 

 

The Arrowhead 

1. When I Grow Up 4 

Follow the easy angle of the boulder to finish before the arête. 

 

2. I Want To Be 6a+ 

Pull onto the wall and pop for the top. 

 

3. A Sport Climber 5+ 

The right arête. A sit start may be possible. 

 

 

 

 

  The Arrowhead 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Get back onto the narrow path following it east. This becomes part of 

a bike route (it was actually once used as a downhill mountain bike 

course for a world championship event). Walk down a steep section 

to a grassy open space and a large tree. The next boulder isn’t 

obvious until you walk into the trees on the right for about 60m. 

 

BC Block 

4. BC 7b+ *  

SDS. Start as low as possible on the blocky prow. Traverse the thin 

seem rightwards to a good hold left of the nose. Finish up a shallow 

scoop. 

 

 

        BC Block 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A recently uncovered boulder over towards Nought Bank has been 

included here. It holds a leaning wall of almost 45 degrees and there 

is a possibility for more problems and some much needed sit starts. 

They all have the same finish once you reach the top and there’s a 

few broken holds, but there shouldn’t be anymore and everything 

else seems solid enough. The holds along the top will probably need 

a brush given that it’s only recently been cleaned. 

 

Approach: It is best approached by parking at the small lay-by on 

Nought Bank near the wall. Walk down the road and go through the 

wooden gate. Cross a small field where it is just up in the woods on 

the left. It can also be approached by following the wall down from 

the folly and is hidden about 150m north west of Arête World down 

in the woods. Walking from the tarn takes about 15 minutes so if 

you’ve parked in Glasshouses then you’re probably better off walking 

back to the car and driving over instead. 

 

Winter Wall 

1. Shadow Ban 6a+ 

The rough left arête. Move right along the top and finish up the ridge 

on good holds. A sit start will add a grade. 

 

2. Externalize 6c * 

Use a thin left hand crimp and a dodgy looking flake to pull onto the 

wall before popping up for a fairly good rail. Finish direct. The sit 

start is a project. 

 

3. Deplatform 6a+ * 

SDS. Start from two shallow pockets. Make an awkward move to a 

good edge up and right which brings the jugs on the lip into reach. 

Follow leftwards to finish as for the other problems. 

 

 

  Winter Wall 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Follow the main track down to the eastern shore of the tarn to the next area. If approaching from Glasshouses, follow the Six Dales Trail up from 

the village and make your way through the woods on good paths (see map on page 1). There are several decent sized boulders here with some good 

problems in nice surroundings. The problems seem to stay clean and dry fairly quickly after rain whatever time of the year. A good circuit can be 

had just on these boulders alone. 

 

 

Tarnside Boulders  

Tarn Slab 

1. Cracked Wall 4+ 

Traverse the wall leftwards using the slab edge. Finish at the apex. 

 

2. Tarn Slab Left 4  

Climb up the slab straight through the small overlap.  

 

3. Tarn Slab Right 4  

Climb the slab trending slightly rightwards. 
 

4. Project 

Follow the sloping lip of the slab to finish as for the next problem. 

 

5. We’re Not Alone 6a+ ** 

Climb up to undercut Crack Dog for the lip of the slab. Gain the top 

at the apex and rockover onto the slab to finish.  

 

6. Crack Dog 5+  

SDS. Start from the jammed flake. Gain the upper crack and follow 

it rightwards to an awkward thrutchy finish.  

 

7. Tarn Crack 5+ *  

SDS. Start from the jammed flake once more. Take the lower crack 

as it rises rightwards to the same thrutchy finish. 

 

8. Turn the Tables 6b *  

SDS. Start with the small left hand pocket on the wall and a right hand 

undercut pocket. Make a stiff pull and move leftwards to a rounded 

undercut. Finish as for the previous two problems. Two mats may be 

needed at the start. 

 

 

     Tarn Slab 

 

Tarn Wall 

9. Tarn Wall 6a+ * 

The thin wall to the left of the arête. 
 

10. Tarn Arête 3 * 

The short arête is over far too quickly. The right side without the 

block on the right is 5. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

                     Tarn Wall 

 

There’s more problems round the back including a good roof. 

 

Tarn Roof Area 

11. Canopy Ridge 6a * 

Figure out a way to rock onto the slab and follow the right arête. Use 

none of the surrounding blocks at the start.  

 

12. Magisteria 6c **  

SDS. Start sitting on the boulder. Using the deep hole, climb out up 

the right side of the arête to an energy sapping finish. 

 

  

   Tarn Roof Area 

 

13. Temper Trap 6b+  

SDS. Start sat on the right side of the boulder. Use a hold under the 

roof and a small sloping edge above the lip to get some leverage and 

pop for the top. Finish using a good jug.  

 

14. Shill 6a+ *  

SDS. The nice little arête on its left side.  

  

15. Shill - Right Side 6b 

SDS. The right side of the arête is more awkward. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

     Steven Phelps on Tarn Arête 3 

 

Take the track uphill from the tarn for about 100m to the next 

boulder described which is an obvious prow, there’s another 

boulder just opposite with a nice arête but a dodgy landing. There is 

also a wall beneath the prow which reportedly had some problems 

done on it but nature has since taken over. 

  

Track Boulders  

Throstles Prow 

1. Cellulitis 6b * 

SDS. From the crack/ledge, climb the underside of the prow on 

edges and flake holds until you can rockover leftwards onto the 

short slab to finish. From standing at the back edges is 6a+. 
 

2. Allergy 6c * 

SDS. Start as for Cellulitis at the crack/ledge again. Once 

positioned at the back edges, reach the roof flake for your right hand 

and follow the underneath of the prow to the good slot. Finish up 

the front face via the jugs. A stand start with the slot for the right 

hand and a flake on the roof is 6b. 
 

3. Anaphylaxis 7a+ * 

SDS. Start as for the other problems. Climb up the steep back wall 

moving rightwards from the lowest pocket to finish up the other 

short slab. From standing  is 7a. 
 

 

                        Throstles Prow  

 

 

 

Leaning Block  

4. Project 

The left edge and up the steep face. It will need a brush as the rock 

is a bit soft. 

 

5. Contact High 6a * 

SDS. Climb the left side of the arête all the way to the flutes at the 

top. Rockover once these are gained.  

 

 

                        Leaning Block 

 

Walk past Throstles Prow where the next boulder is down through 

the trees just south. There’s some good problems here on fine rock. 

 

Silly Boulder 

6. Stupid Girl 6a+  

Undercut to a right hand layaway and a sloper in the crack. Pop for 

the top and finish slightly rightwards. 

 

7. Direct Little Boys 7a ** 

A good technical eliminate climbing up the central fault passing a 

high crimp edge. 

 

8. Silly Little Boys 6a * 

Climb through the overlap and use the right edge to pop for the top. 

 

 

    Silly Boulder 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

                        Steven Phelps on Direct Little Boys 7a 

 

These next boulders are either side of the small path heading west 

behind Throstles Prow. The first boulder is about 60m along the 

path and hidden about 10m down on the right.  

 

Double Arête Boulder 

9. Universal Solution 6b * 

SDS. Start from the flake hold on the arête and a low left hand 

edge. Climb the steep arête to an awkward top out. 

 

10. Misterium 5+ * 

SDS. The left side of the other arête from low down. 

 

 

                           Double Arête Boulder 

 

Get back up to the path and cut straight across where the next 

boulders are again hidden about 10m from the path. 

 

Vintage Boulder 

11.Vintage Arête 4+  

Climb the right side of the arête. The real challenge will be the sit 

start.  

 

12. Transfixed 6b * 

SDS. Without use of the obvious block beneath for feet, set off up 

the wall on crimp edges to a steady reach for the top from the good 

holds. From standing is 3. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                       Vintage Boulder 

 

Low Traverse Block 

13. Low Life 4 

SDS. A L to R traverse of the block about 10m to the south east. 

 

 

             Low Traverse Block 

 

Pit Wall 

14. Down the Pit 5+ 

SDS. Start with a left hand flake and fingers on the ledge. Without 

use of the block beneath for feet, climb up the faint groove. Still 

needs a good clean to avoid using shrubs to top out. 

 

15. Project 

SDS. The line up via the curved ledge without using the foot block 

again. Finish slightly leftwards.  

 

 

           Pit Wall 

 

Get back on the main track heading east. 10m after a stone wall 

crosses the track a small path turns off left, follow this downhill for 

100m to where it cuts back through the wall and almost straight 

away the path cuts back through once more. The next boulders are 

near a natural spring and are another remnant of yorkshiregrit.com. 

 



  

 

 

Eastern Area 

The Lagoon  

1. Lagoon Arête 3 * 

The obvious arête on its left side. The sit start is 5+. 
 

2. Reactivation 6c  

SDS. Using two thin crimps, make a stiff pull to a high sloping rail 

and one last reach to finish. Shorties may need two mats. 

 

 

                The Lagoon 

 

Get back up to the main track. Carry on east for about 50m and a 

bend in the track, there’s a boulder up on the right, this is Cave 

Boulder, it’s easily missed but there is a small path breaking off 

uphill to the left of it. Before that though there is another obvious 

boulder if you carry on along the main track for a few minutes. 

 

Trackside Boulder 

3. Sideshow 5+ 

The centre of the side slab on blunt flakes and slanting edges. 

 

4. Track Slab 3 

The centre of the big slab on good holds. 

 

5. Sidewalk 5 

Traverse leftwards from a cluster of pebbles to finish at the apex. 

 

 

 

           Trackside Boulder 

 

 

 

Cave Boulder  

6. Project 

SDS. Climb out from the back of the cave using the big flakes to 

finish up the slab.  

 

7. Black Fang 6b+ *** 

SDS. From a slot, climb the sculptured edge of the cave to a sloping 

shelf. Gain the right side of the arête until you can step around left 

and finish direct. Climbing to the shelf, then moving around to finish 

up the left side of the arête is just as good and also around 6b+.  
 

8. B-World 7a * 

SDS. Start as for Black Fang but head up the wall leftwards via a 

mono pocket. Finish over the bulge. 

 

9. Project 

SDS. Start as for B-World and climb to the jug out right. Finish via 

the wall and the high slab. 

 

 

                          Cave Boulder 

 

                            Robin Nichols on B-World 7a 

 

The next small boulder is about 40m west of Cave Boulder but it is 

best approached by walking 30m to the south, then turning right on 

a vague path parallel with the crag which looms high above. Hidden 

Prow will be seen down on your right after about 2om. These next 

problems avoid using the embedded boulders for feet. 

 

 



 

 

 

Hidden Prow 

10. Deboost 5 

SDS. Climb up the front of the prow via the flake. Finish up the slab. 

 

11. Troll Report 5+ 

SDS. Start from two good edges. Climb the centre of the prow 

finishing rightwards to the apex. Use of the flake is allowed. 

 

12. Champagne Socialist 6a * 

SDS. Start from the edges again. Make some shapes across the wall 

using the sloping ledge. Finish direct over the apex with help from 

the right edge. 

 

 

                         Hidden Prow 

 

Walk east back over to the path. About 80m above Cave Boulder are 

the next problems which are situated on a large boulder beneath 

Number Two buttress on the main crag. 

 

Broken Rocks at Base Boulder 

13. Base Arête 5 * 

The right side of the arête with the difficulties near the top. 

 

14. The 7a Problem 7a * 

SDS. Slap to the overhanging arête from the curved rail on the steep 

side of the boulder. Follow to finish using good holds. 

 

There is also a possible steep project up the wall which has very 

small holds but it has had a haircut. 

 

 

                   Broken Rocks at Base Boulder 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Head south east past some old ruined buildings to the next problem 

on the right side of the path in a jumble of boulders. Another one 

which will need a good brushing for an ascent. 

 

 

15. The 6b Problem 6b 

Follow the left side of the arête above a particularly bad landing. 

 

 

 

Carry on south east into the quarry. At present the problems along 

the top edge can’t really be topped out so just drop off once the top is 

gained. The problems start on these up at the top. 

 

The Quarry 

1. Problem 1 (The Highball Wall)  6b 

The highball wall on pockets and side pulls to the heathery ledge. 

 

2. Jaws 7b+ **  

SDS. The steep arête. Drop off once matched on the top or venture 

through the heather. From standing is 7b. 
 

 

 

3. Jaws - Right Hand Arete 7a+ 

The right hand arête is also a good technical problem.  

 

4. Geometer 7b  

SDS. Clamber over some boulders about 10m to the right. Fridge 

hug using the obvious arêtes. Drop off once matched on top. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

   

 

The next boulder is below Jaws. The problems described here are for 

historical reasons only until someone does some cleaning. 

 

5. Problem 4 7a+  

Climb the arête above a poor landing. 

 

6. Problem 6 5 

Climb the short groove passing a large hole. 

 

Follow the thin path to the far east of the quarry. The next problem is 

located on a long low block and is the current hardest recorded 

problem at Guisecliff. Some up problems have also been done on this 

boulder but were described as the worst in Yorkshire so….. 

 

7. Mourning Air 7c+  

SDS. A R - L Traverse of the long low block all the way to a mantel 

onto the ledge.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The last boulders are up on the top below the transmitter. Either 

carry on east to join the main track and take a diagonal path or walk 

up to the left of Jaws and join the diagonal path. Pass a grassy field at 

the top where the first boulder visible is The Flying Saucer, the other 

one is close by but take the path down the side of the wall and 

approach from the side. Clamber over some boulders but beware of 

hidden holes. These problems will need a brush from all the scrittle 

that has developed from the lack of traffic. 

 

Transmitter Boulders 

1. Problem 1 6b 

SDS. Start as low as possible on the right side. Use small but positive 

holds and climb leftwards to a sloping ramp which allows a finish. 

 

 

 

Flying Saucer 

2. Problem 2 6c  

SDS. Gain the sloping lip from the back of the roof. Finish up the 

shallow groove. 

 

3. Problem 3 7a+  

SDS. Climb directly through the roof to a sloping top out, you have 

been warned! 

 

4. Problem 4 7a  

SDS. Start at the last problem. Climb rightwards onto pockets on the 

sidewall. Finish with more slopeyness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


